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Reviewer's report:

i believe the authors have addressed the reviewers' comments and made useful changes to the manuscript.

2 minor essential revisions are needed:
- p. 8 - under definition of FT. I believe they intended to use the word 'bottle' (rather than 'vacuum battle therapy')
- p. 3 - last sentence of the abstract implies a causal relationship between living in areas of high density of TCM physicians and adoption of medical pluralism. The paper reports on an association, so it is possible that TCM physicians site their practices where their clients live. So this final sentence should be edited to acknowledge the association, but not imply a cause-effect relationship.

a discretionary issue: Xue et al's study of CAM use in Australia (in JCAM, 2007) is not referred to. In that study, the adoption of medical pluralism in Australia is not less than in Taiwan. It may be interesting to acknowledge that that despite historical cultural practices, the level of medical pluralism is comparable to western society.
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